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Abstract. This paper presents the design of the distributed shell system, DISHES, which serves as an interface middleware between a mobile
user and ambient computers. With DISHES, a user can issue a command
containing a sequence of programs and location of data to his mobile
device, and the mobile device will retrieve the data from the specified
location and automatically look for the required programs to process the
data from the computing environment. Thus, a complicated task may
be accomplished by gluing several primitive programs. These primitive
programs may be executed on the more powerful computers nearby for
better performance, and the results will be returned to the user. With
this approach, the hardware and software of a mobile device may be
kept as simple as possible; and thus the development costs may be reduced. We also propose a polynomial algorithm for finding a sequence of
computers to execute the specified programs with the minimum network
delay.

1

Introduction

Due to the advance of technology, various types of intelligent devices have pervaded into almost all faces of our daily life. We may have smart appliances, such
as multimedia center, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC), and
or other white goods appliances, indoors while carrying mobile devices outsides.
Examples of mobile devices are smart phones, PDAs, MP3 players, navigation
systems, digital cameras, just to name a few. Besides, many public infrastructures, such as intelligent power, communication, and transportation systems,
have been embedded with computers. In the future as we envisage it, networking these intelligent devices enables them to cooperate in support of better human living. Consequently, people are situated in the environment with many
devices capable of computation and communication and exposed in networks; a
computing environment called ubiquitous computing by Weiser [1].
However, the hardware constraints of many mobile devices often limit their
usage. It is almost impossible to store huge amount of data and software in
these devices as in PC. Furthermore, due to the limitation of battery power,
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computation quality often degrades. For example, the AI and user interfaces
of games on mobile devices are usually more primitive than those on PC. One
approach to relieve the hardware constraint problem is to store data on other
networked computers instead of being carried by users. When needed, a mobile
user can download the data on demand via networks. To take this idea one
step further, the computation resources needed to process the data may also
be retrieved from networked computers. That is, we may download the required
programs or software on demand to process the data or even ask other computers
to execute the required programs, process the data and retrieve the results. Such
an on-site computing approach relieves a mobile user’s need to carry required
programs and data on the road and, hence, boost people’s mobility. By specifying
the required programs and the location of data, mobile devices will automatically
look for appropriate computers from computing environments to execute the
required programs on the data retrieved from the speciﬁed location.
Based on the idea above, we propose a middleware, DISHES (DIstributed
SHEll System), to mitigate the limitation caused by the hardware constraints of
mobile devices. Users can issue a command specifying the data location and a
sequence of program to process the data. When a mobile device receives the command, it will look for the appropriate computers nearby which have the required
program and send the data location to the computers. Then these computers
may download the data from the speciﬁed location and execute the required
programs to process the data. Once ﬁnished, they will send the results to other
computers for further processing or back to the original mobile device. Thus, a
complicated task can be achieved by a sequential cooperation of multiple primitive programs.
The traditional shell programs on a single computer provide a good analogy
of the idea above. In UNIX, execution of a program can be launched by issuing a
command containing the program and the data to a shell program. Then the shell
will look for the speciﬁed program among the default search paths and execute
the program once found. Multiple programs can be combined to accomplish
a complicated task via the pipe mechanism. Besides, the computation result
can be redirected to a speciﬁc ﬁle via the I/O redirection mechanism. DISHES
extends the shell on a single computer to the ubiquitous computing environment.
With DISHES, a user can issue a command to a mobile device, and one of
ambient computers having the required program will be “automatically” found.
The computer will execute the required program on the data retrieved from
the speciﬁed data location. DISHES also provides the remote pipe mechanism
to enable a sequential cooperation of programs on diﬀerent computers through
networking. Similarly, after the computation is completed, the result can be sent
back to the user’s mobile device or stored in a speciﬁc location speciﬁed by the
user via the remote I/O-redirection mechanism.
To illustrate our idea more explicitly, consider a scenario where there is a
salesperson traveling to Chicago to visit his clients. To ﬁnd out the visiting
schedule in the order of clients’ free time, he may issue the following command
to his PDA:
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grep Chicago http://mycompany.com/clients list | sort -k 2,2
> visit schedule
Based on the command, the salesperson’s PDA will ﬁnd the computers providing
the required programs (grep and sort). Suppose computer A provides grep
and computer B provides sort, as depicted in Fig.1. Then A will retrieve the
client information from the speciﬁed data location, http://mycompany.com/
clients list, execute grep Chicago to pick up the clients residing in Chicago,
and send the intermediate result to B. After receiving the intermediate result
from A, B will execute sort -k 2,2 to sort the clients in Chicago by their free
time. Finally, the ﬁnal sorted result will be sent back to the PDA and stored in
the ﬁle, visit schedule.

Fig. 1. The salesperson issues the command to his PDA to find the visiting schedule.
Based on the command, the PDA will find the computers providing the specified programs, and the computers will execute the programs on the data retrieved from the
specified URL.

In the above example, the salesperson only speciﬁes the data location and a
sequence of programs. DISHES will automatically look for appropriate computers with the required programs to process the data retrieved from the speciﬁed
location. Moreover, a complicated task may be accomplished by gluing multiple
primitive programs (grep and sort). These primitive programs do not have to
be stored into and executed on the salesperson’s PDA. They may be executed on
the more appropriate computers nearby (A and B) for better performance, and
the results will be returned to the user. With this approach, the hardware and
software of a mobile device may be kept as simple as possible and, consequently,
the device volume, weight, and cost can be minimized. Thus, DISHES boosts
people’s mobility. Besides, since a complicated task can be performed by gluing
multiple primitive programs, the software development costs may be reduced.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 brieﬂy reviews the
related work. We describe the architecture of DISHES and explain the operations with the scenario above in the next section. In Section 4, we consider a
performance optimization problem to minimize the network delay of DISHES.
The problem can be formulated as the MINIMUM SEQUENTIAL WORK-
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FLOW PROBLEM (MSWP) and we propose an algorithm with the complexity
O(m2 n2 ), where n is the number of speciﬁed programs and n is the number of
devices. Finally, we conclude this paper and discuss the future work with the
current status of the pro ject DISHES in the last two sections.

2

Related work

Shell programs, having a 30-years long developing history, provide a command
line interface on many systems including UNIX which allows a user issue a
command, parses the command into programs with parameters, and tell the
system to execute the parsed programs. The ﬁrst shell program, Bourne shell [2],
often used in UNIX-like systems, was developed by Steve Bourne at Bell lab in
1974. In Bourne shell, a user can write scripts to assemble multiple primitive
programs to form meaningful command for complicated computer tasks. Since
then, several variations have been developed. Examples are C-shell [3] by Bill Joy
in Berkeley, tcsh, Korn shell, and GNU Bash. They are diﬀerent in script syntax
and features such as job control, complex aliasing, I/O redirection, command line
editing, ﬁlename completion, and interactive usage. GNU Bash, abbreviation of
Bourne Again Shell, is one of the most popular shell programs in Linux. Bash is
compatible with Bourne shell, and supports the convenient features of Korn shell
and C-shell. Besides, it is compatible with IEEE POISX 1003.1 standard [4].
In recent years, various network technologies open up potential of many distributed applications and also push shell programs into new paradigms. Secure
shell [5] provides a secure remote login mechanism by which a user can securely
issue commands to control a remote computer. MOSIX [6] provides transparent execution of commands via a shell within a computer cluster consisting of
workstations or PCs loosely coupled by network. Truong and Harwood [7] proposed a shell that provides distributed computing over a peer-to-peer network
and is characterized by good scalability. What makes DISHES diﬀerent than
other shells is that DISHES aims to provide automatic program discovery functionality to utilize various types of ambient computers and help a mobile device
to ﬁnish a computing task in a ubiquitous computing environment. Moreover,
its remote ﬁle access functionality enables storing data and computation results
in a distributed manner.
DISHES is inspired by the concept of ad hoc systems [8, 9]. An ad hoc system
consists of multiple network connected computers or smart devices. To use these
computers or devices to execute a resource intensive program, the program needs
to be componentized and each component will be dispatched to the most suitable
device determined by the underlying middleware for execution. Thus, a mobile
device can utilize these ambient computers or devices to form an ad hoc system
for a resource intensive program.
A related topic of combining multiple primitive programs for a complicated
task is the composition of web services. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
deﬁnes the Web Services Description Language (WSDL) [10] to describe characteristics, such as input and output, of a web service. Programmers may use
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WSDL to specify how to access web services, and thus web services can be
composed to provide a complicated service. However, WSDL does not support
semantics description; thus, a composition always requires programmers’ intervention.
To enable web services to perform a dynamic composition by themselves,
Martin et al. proposed the OWL-S approach [11]. With OWL-S, a client program
and web services may have a common consensus of the semantics of the terms in
WSDL by an ontology on a third-party, and thus a web service can automatically
interact with another web service by a priori setting the rule for the semantics.
Based on the OWL-S approach, Mokhtar et al. proposed a conversation-based
service composition method, COCOA [12], that aims for dynamic composition
of services to complete a user task. With COCOA, a service as well as a user
task is transformed to an automata, and an algorithm is proposed to combine
the automata of services.
QoS-aware composition is another important issue of web service composition. The objective is to compose web services to satisfy given optimization
criteria such as the overall cost or response time, and can be formulated as a
NP-hard optimization problem [13]. Canfora et al. [13] proposed a genetic algorithm for the NP-hard QoS-aware composition problem. Besides, Wada et al. [14]
proposed a multi-objective genetic algorithm to deal with optimization criteria
with trade-oﬀ, and Berbner et al. [15] proposed a fast heuristic that has 99%
close to optimal solutions in most cases. Furthermore, various middleware and
frameworks are proposed to realize QoS-aware web service composition [16–18].

3

Architecture of DISHES

DISHES consists of ﬁve subsystems, namely, Service Discovery (SD), Admin
(AD), User Interface (UI), Command Dealer (CD), and Pipe-I/O-Exec (PIE).
Fig.2 depicts an overview of the system architecture of DISHES and each subsystem is brieﬂy described in the following subsections.
3.1

Service Discovery (SD) subsystem

The main task of SD is to provide the functionality of automatic program discovery. SD works as a broker – it provides registration and lookup service of
a program via two types of requests, the registration request and lookup
request, from other subsystems.
When a computer wants to provide a service of executing a speciﬁc program,
it may use the registration request to state its intention. The registration
request contains all the necessary attributes for discovery such as the program
name and the computer’s network address. When receiving the registration
request, SD stores the program name and the host computer’s network address
into the database, and replies with the success or fail message.
When a device wants to know which computers provide a speciﬁc program,
it may query SD by using the lookup request containing the program name. On
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Fig. 2. An overview of the system architecture of DISHES: an arrow represents an interaction existing between two components and the direction indicates that the workflow
is from the sending subsystem to the receiving subsystem.

receiving the lookup request, SD will search the program name in the database
and reply the device with the corresponding information of all the host computers
that have registered the program.
3.2

Admin (AD) subsystem

AD receives conﬁguration information from the system administrator, and sends
the registration requests to SD to register the programs and the corresponding
host computer information.
3.3

User Interface (UI) subsystem

A user can issue a command or a script of commands to UI. Then, UI will parse
and interpret the command or script. When a speciﬁed program is absence in
the local device, UI will send a lookup request to SD to retrieve the information
of the hosts of the speciﬁed program. After retrieving the information of all the
hosts, UI will marshal the command into a standardized format, including the
program name concatenated with the host network address and the data ﬁle
path concatenated with the network address of the data storage. The purpose of
the marshalling process is to provide suﬃcient information where the program
or the data ﬁle can be located for the subsequent execution of the command.
After that, UI will send the marshalled command to CD.
UI usually resides in a user’s mobile device and SD resides in a centralized
server. When the mobile device moves to a new environment, the UI on the
mobile device may ﬁnd a SD through broadcasting to the local network.
3.4

Pipe-I/O-Exec (PIE) subsystem

Execution of a marshalled command basically involves a sequence of interactions
between CD and PIE, where CD parses the marshalled command and asks PIE
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to perform speciﬁed tasks. This subsection describes the services provided by
PIE, and the next section describes how CD asks PIE to handle a marshalled
command.
PIE as the name indicates is responsible for three types of services, namely,
remote pipe, remote I/O redirection, and remote execution. The remote pipe
request is used to construct a virtual pipe from the standard output of a process
to the standard input of a remote process through the network. Such a remote
pipe can be realized by the assistance of two extra processes as depicted in Fig. 3.
For example, in order to construct a remote pipe from process PA of computer
A to process PB of computer B, two assistant processes, APA on A and APB on B,
are created with two regular UNIX pipes, PA to APA and APB to PB . Moreover, a
socket connection between APA and APB is constructed, and the standard output
of APA is redirected to one end of the socket and the other end of the socket is
redirected to the standard input of APB . Consequently, we have a remote pipe
from PA to PB , in which the information actually ﬂows from PA to APA via one
regular UNIX pipe, then APA to APB via a socket connection, and ﬁnally APB to
PB via the other regular UNIX pipe.

Fig. 3. The diagram of constructing a remote pipe

The remote I/O redirection request is used to redirect the standard output
of a process to a remote ﬁle through the network. Similar to the remote pipe, two
assistant processes, APA on A and APB on B, are required as illustrated in Fig. 4.
The output of PA is redirected to APA , and then to APB via a socket connection.
Finally, the output is saved to ﬁle FB via the regular I/O redirection mechanism.
The remote execution request is used to execute a program on a remote
host computer. If the program is given an URL indicating the data ﬁle location,
PIE on the host will retrieve the ﬁle by the URL, and store the ﬁle for input
data before execution.
3.5

Command Dealer (CD) subsystem

CD processes a marshalled command in three phases, namely, pipe phase, I/O
redirection phase, and execution phase.
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Fig. 4. The diagram of constructing a remote I/O redirection

The pipe phase is to create necessary remote pipes. When a pipe token,
“|”, is parsed from a command, CD will send a remote pipe request with the
network addresses of the source computer and the destination computer to PIE
for constructing a remote pipe. If a computer has already created an assistant
process, the assistant process will be reused.
The I/O redirection phase is to create necessary remote I/O redirections.
When an I/O redirection token, “>”, is parsed from a command. CD will send
a remote I/O redirection request with the network addresses of the source
computer and the destination computer and the ﬁle name to PIE for constructing
a remote I/O redirection. If a computer has already created an assistant process,
the assistant process will be reused. Otherwise, a new assistant process will be
created for use.
The execution phase is to perform remote executions. When a program name
is parsed from a command, CD will send a remote execution request with the
network addresses of the host and the parameters of the program to PIE for
executing the program on the host. If the host has already created a process for
execution, the process is reused. Otherwise, a new process will be created for
executing the program. The order of remote program executions is the reverse of
the order that the programs appear in the marshalled command. The reason is
that the receiving process of a remote pipe must execute the speciﬁed program
before the sending process outputs result to the remote pipe or the result may
be lost.
Fig.5 is an example of how CD processes the marshalled command,
progA@addressA | progB@addressB > FC@addressC
In the pipe phase, CD sends a remote pipe request with addressA and addressB
to PIE, and then process PA and PB are created and connected by a remote pipe.
In the I/O redirection phase, since the device in addressB has created PB during
the previous phase, PB will be also used as the source process to remotely redirect
I/O to ﬁle FC on the computer at addressC. In the execution phase, progB is
executed on the computer at addressB ﬁrst, and then progA is executed on
the computer at addressA. After the execution is ﬁnished, the ﬁnal output is
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stored as ﬁle FC on the device at addressC. Note that we ignore the details, such
as assistant processes, regular pipes, regular I/O redirection, and the sockets
required for the remote pipe and I/O redirection in the ﬁgure.

Fig. 5. The three phases that CD processes the marshalled command “
progA@addressA | progB@addressB > FC@addressC”. Note in the execution phase,
progB is executed before progA.

3.6

An operational example

Fig. 6 illustrates the operations of DISHES for the scenario mentioned in Section
1. The operations basically occur in the following sequences.
1. The Admin on computer B send a registration request with sort to the
SD on a nearby server.
2. The Admin on computer A send a registration request with grep to the
SD on a nearby server.
3. The UI on the PDA receives the command,
grep Chicago http://mycompany.com/clients list | sort -k 2,2
> visit schedule
issued by the salesperson.
4. The UI on the PDA ﬁnds that there is no grep or sort on the PDA, and
sends lookup requests for grep and sort to the SD on the nearby server.
5. The SD on the nearby server replies the information of hosts, A and B, to
the UI on the PDA.
6. The UI on the PDA marshals the command by attaching the network address of A and B to grep and sort. Denote the address of A as adr(A), the
network address of B as adr(B), and the network address of the PDA as
adr(PDA). Hence, the input command will be marshalled as
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grep@adr(A) Chicago http://mycompany.com/clients list |
sort@adr(B) -k 2,2 > visit schedule@adr(PDA)
and the marshalled command will be sent to the CD on the PDA.
7. In the pipe phase, the CD on the PDA sends a remote pipe request to the
PIE on the PDA to notify the PIE on A to construct a remote pipe to B.
8. In the I/O redirection phase, the CD on the PDA sends a
remote I/O redirection request to the PIE on the PDA to notify the PIE
on B to construct a remote I/O redirection to ﬁle, visit schedule, on the
PDA.
9. In the execution phase, the CD sends a remote execution request with
“sort@adr(B) -k 2,2” to the PIE on the PDA to notify the PIE on B to
execute “sort -k 2,2”. Then PIE on B starts to execute “sort -k 2,2”.
10. Next, the CD sends a remote execution request with
“grep@adr(A) Chicago http://mycompany.com/clients list”
to the PIE on the PDA to notify the PIE on A to execute
“grep Chicago http://mycompany.com/clients list”.
11. The PIE on A ﬁnds there is a input data ﬁle speciﬁed by
“http://mycompany.com/clients list”, so it will retrieve the ﬁle by the
URL and store the ﬁle as clients list in the local working directory of A.
Then the PIE on A starts to execute “grep Chicago clients list”.
After the above operations, A will execute “grep Chicago clients list”, and
send the intermediate result to B through the remote pipe constructed in operation 7. Meanwhile, B has executed “sort -k 2,2”, which is waiting for the
intermediate result from A as input. Finally, B will send the sorted result to ﬁle
visit schedule on the PDA through the remote I/O redirection constructed
in operation 8. Fig. 7 depicts the interactions among the programs, the remote
pipe, and the remote I/O redirection.

4

Performance optimization

Note that the programs speciﬁed by a command may be sequentially executed
on diﬀerent computers. The intermediate execution results of one computer may
need to be transferred to another computer for subsequent program execution
via the network. Because of the communication time needed for the intermediate
execution results, to ﬁnd a sequence of devices so that the total communication
time is minimum is an important task of DISHES for performance optimization.
Consider the scenario where “P1 | P2 | P3 ” is the command for execution.
P1 is available(can be executed) on computers v1 , v2 , and v3 , P2 is available
on v2 , v4 , and v5 , and P3 is availabe on v1 and v6 . Suppose the netwrok delays
between any pair of devices are known. The goal is to ﬁnd a sequence of three devices ×v(1) , v(2) , v(3) ) such that P1 , P2 , and P3 are executed on v(1) , v(2) , and v(3)
respectively and the total network delay d(v(1) , v(2) ) + d(v(2) , v(3) ) is minimized,
in which d(u, v) is the network delay from u to v.
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Fig. 6. An operational example of DISHES
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Fig. 7. The data flows through remote pipes and remote I/O redirection.

Thus, we may formalize the performance optimization problem as follows
and derive some facts.
Definition 1. Given a set of computers V , a sequence of programs SP = ×p(1) , p(2) , . . . , p(m) ),
and a set of host computers A(p(i) ) ⊆ V for each p(i) ∈ SP . A sequence of computers SV = ×v(1) , v(2) , . . . , v(m) ), is feasible if v(i) ∈ A(p(i) ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Problem 1. MINIMUM SEQUENTIAL WORKFLOW PROBLEM (MSWP) Given
a set of computers V , a sequence of programs SP = ×p(1) , p(2) , . . . , p(m) ), a set of
host computers A(p(i) ) ⊆ V for each p(i) ∈ SP , and delay function d(vi , vj ) for
all vi , vj ∈ V . Find a feasible sequence of computers SV = ×v(1) , v(2) , . . . , v(m) ),
m−1

such that the total delay

d(v(i) , v(i+1) ) is minimum.
i=1

Definition 2. Given an instance I of MSWP: V , SP , A(p(i) ) for each p(i) ∈ SP ,
and d(vi , vj ) for all vi , vj ∈ V . A sequential workflow induced graph (SWIG) of
I is a directed graph GI (VI , EI ) with a cost function cI (e) for all e ∈ EI . Here
j

VI = {v i |vi ∈ A(p(j) ) for 1 ≤ j ≤ m} ∪ {vs , ve },
EI = Es ∪ E iI ∪ Ee , in which
Es = {(vs , v1i )|vi ∈ A(p(1) )},
E iI = {(vki , vjk+1 )|vi ∈ A(p(k) ) and vj ∈ A(p(k+1) ) for 1 ≤ k ≤ m − 1},
Ee = {(v m
i , ve )|vi ∈ A(P(m) )},
1
d(vi , vj ) , if e = (vki , vjk+1 ) ∈ E Ii
cI (e) =
0
, if e ∈ Es ∪ Ee
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Lemma 1. A feasible sequence of an instance I can be derived from a path from
vs to ve of the corresponding SWIG GI . Besides, a path from vs to ve of GI
can be derived from a feasible sequence for I .
Proof. A path from vs to ve of GI must be in the form of (vs , v1k(1) , vk2 (2) , . . . , vkm(m), ve ),
so ×vk(1) , vk(2) , . . . , vk(m) ) is a feasible sequence by Deﬁnition 2. On the other
hand, by Deﬁnition 2 and 1, for a feasible sequence ×vk(1) , vk(2) , . . . , vk(m) ), (vs , vk1(1) , vk2(2) , . . . , vkm(m) , ve )
is a path from vs to ve of GI .
From Lemma 1, we may call ×vk(1) , vk(2) , . . . , vk(m) ) the counterpart sequence
of the path (vs , v1k(1) , vk2 (2) , . . . , vkm(m), ve ) and (vs , v1k(1) , vk2 (2) , . . . , vm
k (m), ve ) the
counterpart path of ×vk(1) , vk(2) , . . . , vk(m) ).
Definition 3. The cost of a path (v(1) , v(2) , . . . , v(l) ) in a SWIG is defined as
l−1
\
cI ((v(i) , v(i+1) ))
i=1

Lemma 2. The cost of a path from vs to ve equals the total delay of its counterpart feasible sequence, and the total delay of a feasible sequence equals the cost
of its counterpart path.
Proof. By Deﬁnition 2 and 3, the cost of path (vs , v1k(1) , vk2 (2) , . . . , vkm(m), ve ) is
m−1
\
i=1
m−1
\

1
m
cI ((vik(i) , vi+1
k(i+1) ))+cI ((vs , v k(1) ))+cI ((v k(m) , ve )) =

m−1
\

cI ((vki (i) , vi+1
k(i+1) )) =

i=1

d(vk(i) , vk(i+1) ) = total delay of ×vk(1) , vk(2) , . . . , vk(m) ).

i=1

Theorem 1. The counterpart sequence of the shortest path, i.e., the one with
the minimum cost, from vs to ve of GI is the feasible sequence with the minimum
total delay for a MSWP instance I .
Proof. We prove this theorem by contradiction. Suppose there exists a feasible
sequence SV having less total delay than the counterpart sequence of the shortest
path denoted as P Aopt . By Lemma 1 and 2, the counterpart path of SV has less
cost than P Aopt , which leads to a contradiction.
Based on Theorem 1, we propose an algorithm for MSWP illustrated in Algorithm 2. Note that Algorithm 2 basically contains two parts, Algorithm 1 for
the construction of GI (line 1) and Dijkstra’s algorithm for the shortest path
(line 2). Refer to Algorithm 1 and Deﬁnition 2, the time complexity to conm
\
struct VI (line 3-9) is O(
|A(p(i) )|) and to construct EI and cI (line 10-25)
i=1
m−1

is O(

\

|Ap(i) | × |A(p(i+1) )|) + O(|A(p(1) )|) + O(|A(p(m) )|), in which each term

i=1
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Algorithm 1 Construction of SWIG
Input: an instance I of MSWP: V , SP , A(p(i) ) for each p(i) ∈ SP , d(vi , vj ) for all
vi , vj ∈ V ,
Output: a SWIG GI (VI , EI ) with cost funtion cI
1: VI ← ∅
2: EI ← ∅
3: for j = 1 to m do
4:
for all vi ∈ A(pj ) do
VI ← VI ∪ vji
5:
6:
end for
7: end for
8: VI ← VI ∪ vs
9: VI ← VI ∪ ve
10: for k = 1 to m − 1 do
11:
for all vi ∈ A(pk ) do
12:
for all vj ∈ A(pk+1 ) do
13:
EI ← EI ∪ (vki , vjk+1)
14:
cI ((vki , vjk+1)) = d(v i, v j )
end for
15:
16:
end for
17: end for
18: for all vi ∈ A(p1 ) do
19:
EI ← EI ∪ (vs , v1i )
20:
cI ((v s, v1i )) = 0
21: end for
22: for all vi ∈ A(pm ) do
23:
EI ← EI ∪ (vim , v e )
24:
cI ((v m
i , v e )) = 0
25: end for
26: return GI (VI , EI ) with cI

Algorithm 2 Solution of MSWP
Input: an instance I of MSWP: V , SP , A(p(i) ) for each p(i) ∈ SP , d(vi , vj ) for all
vi , vj ∈ V ,
m−1
X
Output: a sequence of devices SV with minimum
d(vi , vi+1 )
i=1

1: Construct a SWIG GI from I by Algorithm 1.
2: Apply
Dijkstra’s
algorithm [19] on
GI (VI , EI ) to find a
path
(vs , v1opt , v2opt , . . . , vm
,
v
)
from
v
e
s
e
opt
(1)
(2)
(m)
to v with minimum cost.
3: Derive the counterpart sequence (vopt(1) , vopt(2) , . . . , vopt(m) ) from the path found
in the previous step.
4: SV ← (vopt(1) , vopt(2) , . . . , vopt(m) )
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accounts for the complexity for constructing E iI (line 10-17), Es (line 18-21),
Ee (line 22-25) respectively.. Thus, for the construction of GI , the total time
m
m−1
\
\
complexity is O(
|A(p(i) )|) + O(
|Ap(i) | × |A(p(i+1) )|) + O(|A(p(1) )|) +
i=1
m−1
\

O(|A(p(m) )|) = O(

i=1

|Ap(i) | × |A(p(i+1) )|). Besides, the time complexity of

i=1
m
\

Dijkstra’s algorithm is O((

|A(p(i) )|)2 ). Therefore the total complexity of Al-

i=1
m−1
\

gorithm 2 is O(
i=1

|Ap(i) | × |A(p(i+1) )| +

m
\
i=1

|A(p(i) )|)2 ) = O((

m
\

|A(p(i) )|)2 ) =

i=1

O(m2 n2 ), where m is the number of speciﬁed programs and n is the number of
computers.

Fig. 8. An example instance of MSWP mentioned earlier in this section is transformed
to SWIG by Algorithm 1. The left side is the graph representation of the example
instance with the network delays between computers and the right side is the derived
SWIG. Vertex vji of the SWIG indicates that the computer vi is one host of program
j
j+1
Pj , e.g., v1
1
2
2 for v2 ∈ A(P2 ), and the cost of edge (v i, v k ) is
equal to the network delay between computers vi and vk , e.g., the cost of edge (v11 , v22 )
is d(v1 , v2 ) = 2. The costs of edges from vs to the vertices with superscript 1 and edges
from the vertices with superscript 3 to ve are 0. After SWIG is derived, the shortest
path from vs to ve can be determined by Dijkstra’s algorithm, i.e., (vs , v1 2 , v22 , v31 , ve ),
and its counterpart sequence (v2 , v2 , v1 ) is the feasible sequence with the minimum
total delay.

Figure. 8 illustrates the application of Algorithm 1 on the example instance
desribed earlier in this section. The ﬁgure on the left side is the graph representation of the example instance which depicts the network delays between
computers. The ﬁgure on the right side is the SWIG converted from the example instance by Algorithm 1. After applying Dijkstra’s algorithm on the SWIG,
the shortest path (vs , v12, v22 , v31 , ve ) will be found, and the counterpart sequence
×v2 , v2 , v1 ) is the feasible sequence with the minimum total delay.
Note that it is easy to extend MSWP and SWIG to model the execution
of the commands with remote I/O redirection and with remote ﬁle retrieval,
and hence the corresponding performance optimization problem can be solved
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by minor modiﬁcation on Algorithm 2. Remote I/O redirection basically is an
operation on the redirection destination computer which redirects I/O to the
redirected ﬁle. Thus the operation can be treated as a speciﬁed program in
MSWP and its only host is the redirection destination computer. For example, for
the command, “ Finput @address(v1 ) > P1 | P2 > Foutput @address(v2 )”, SP
is ×OPinput , P1 , P2 , OPoutput ) and A(OPinput ) = {v1 } and A(OPoutput ) = {v2 },
in which OPinput and OPoutput are the operations redirecting I/O to Finput and
Foutput respectively. Moreover, for the program execution on a remote data ﬁle,
the network delay from the remote ﬁle location to each host of the speciﬁed
program should be included in the cost of each edge starting from the host
to account for the network delay of remote ﬁle retrieval. For example, for the
command “P1 | P2 http://address(v1)/Fdata | P3 ”, each host of P2 needs
to download ﬁle Fdata from v1 before the execution of P2 , so d(v1 , vi ), for all
vi ∈ A(P2 ), must be added to the network delay between v2 i and v3j for the cost
of (v2i , v3j ) for all vj ∈ A(P3 ), i.e., cI ((v 2i , v j3)) = d(vi , vj ) + d(v1 , vi ).

5

Conclusion and future work

The realization of ubiquitous computing brings mobile users new computing
experiences. Mobile users can be served by various types of ambient computers
with mobile devices playing the role of the bridges between users and ambient
computers. Thus, there is a need for middleware that can bridge users and their
computing environments via mobile devices.
To ﬁt the necessity, this paper proposes the design of a distributed shell
system, DISHES. DISHES provides remote pipe, remote I/O redirection, remote
execution, remote ﬁle retrieval, and automatic program discovery. With these
functionalities and pervasiveness of computers, a mobile device can easily ﬁnd
and use programs provided by the computers nearby to process the data on
network, and results can be retrieved or stored in a speciﬁed location. With
this approach, the hardware and software of a mobile device may be kept as
simple as possible and, consequently, the device volume, weight, and cost can
be minimized. Thus, DISHES boosts people’s mobility. Besides, a complicated
task can be accomplished by gluing multiple primitive programs, so the software
development costs may be reduced.
Since the intermediate execution results of one computer may need to be
transferred to another computer for subsequent program execution via the network, we also consider the problem to ﬁnd a sequence of computers so that
the total communication time is minimum. Such a performance optimization
problem can be formulated as MSWP and we propose an algorithm with the
quadratic asymptotic complexity in terms of the number of speciﬁed programs
and computers.
Service discovery in the current implementation is primitive. It lacks of considering several important issues in ubiquitous computing such as semantics
matching [20], load balancing, or security [21]. In the future, we shall investigate these issues for more sophisticated service discovery design. Furthermore,
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a priori assumption of the performance optimization problem considered is that
the computing environment is static. Thus, DISHES has the knowledge of all
ambient computers, a prerequisite of the proposed algorithm. However, this assumption may not reﬂect the dynamic characteristic of a ubiquitous computing
environment where computers may join or leave at their wills. Besides, in some
cases, users may enter an unfamiliar computing environment and do not have any
knowledge of available computing resources. We shall extend the performance
optimization problem to on-line version and propose a distributed algorithm
with guaranteed performance.

6

Status of DISHES

DISHES is an open-source software pro ject [22]. The development process follows the lightweight CMMI. At the time of writing this paper, the pro ject is at
the stage of ﬁnal integration. The implementation is expected to be completed
in October, 2009 and to be released under GNU General Public License 2.0
(GPLv2).
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